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ABSTRACT

Thermionic Integrated Circuit (TIC) devices use a

hybrid of vacuum tube and integrated circuit technology. The

integrated circuitry is fabricated on a sapphire (Al:.O-)

substrate. A device was irradiated to attempt to establish

a total dose (measured in rad Si) of radiation to cause the

TIC device to malfunction. The TIC device was irradiated

using 30 and 100 Mev electrons provided by the Naval

Postgraduate School Linear Accelerator (LINAC). The device

received a total dose of 1.8155xl0" rad Si during the coirse

of the experiments. It continued to function normally/

throughout the irradiation study, so it is concluded that

the device is not sensitive to radiation, at least at the

k levels used.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. BACKGROUND

The core of present day and future weapons

systems, satellite communications systems and operational

space systems is the semiconductor integrated circuit. The

low power requirements, miniaturization and speed of these

devices have allowed the developement of ballistic missles

and satellite systems. The shortcoming of solid state

devices is their susceptibility to failure when operating in

nuclear or space radiation environments. Man,

projects are currently underway to develop "hardeniiiq

techniques" (hardening refers to making a device less

susceptible to damage or upset from radiation) to increase

the reliability of solid state circuitry in high radiation

environments.

The Thermionic Integrated Circut (TIC) device which is

currently being developed and tested by D. Lynn. 3. B.

McCormic et al. at Los Alamos National Laboratory shows

great promise as a method of hardening solid state circuits.

TIC devices are constructed using a hybrid of vacuum tube

and integrated circuit technology. Figure 1-1 shokqs the

package of the TIC device. The glass vacuum tube suoports

the necessary internal circuitry. The TIC device

...
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Figure 1-1. Structure of the TIC Triode

A. Pin connections for internal circuitry

B. Sapphire Substrate

C. Glass vacuum bulb

- D. Bond strap and support structure

The sapphire substrates support the integrated

circuitry of the device.
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incorperates photolithographically delineated thin films on

sapphire (Al,=O-,) substrates [Ref. 1).

TIC devices could be used in conjunction with solid

state devices to increase the survivablity of crucial

systems operating in high radiation environments. Present

projections call for TIC devices to reach the small to

medium scale integration levels.

Previous radiation studies conducted at Los Alamos

National Laboratory using neutrons, high energy photons, and

protons demonstrated the ability of TIC devices to survive

in high radiation environments. When the results of these

studies were compared to present day semiconductor devices,

the results showed TIC devices can survive orders of

magnitude more radiation without damage. [Ref. I].

The focus of this thesis is the radiation effects oF

high energy (30-100 Mev) electrons on a TIC device. The

source of electrons is the Naval Postgraduate School Linea-

Accelerator (LINAC). The discussion will be limited to the

radiation damage effects on a simple TIC triode device

after interaction with the high energy electrons. Elect)-on,

interactions with the individual components (i.e., glass

bulb, pins. cathode material etc.) of the device vill not ILe

discussed. Previous studies at Los Alamos have shogn trie

individual component interaction with various radiation

sources to have a negligible effect on device operation

[Ref.1].
a
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B. TIC DEVICE

Figure 1-1 shows the package of the TIC device and the

internal structure. The internal structure is encased in a

vacuum tube which is either entirely made of metal or a

combination of glass and metal. Figures 1-2 and 1-3 show

the fabricated integrated circuitry on the sapphire

substrate. The structure of a single TIC integrated

*' circuit for this typical triode is shown in figure 1-3. The

grid, cathode and annode nomenclature is simular to that of

a normal triode tube. Before inputting a signal the device

heaters must raise the temperature of the substrate to

*0 between 973 and 1173 K.

Proposed uses of TIC devices are logic circuits i,-,

-I. conjuction with solid state circuitry to ensure the

survivability of any crucial systems operatinq in high

radiation environments [Ref. 1.

C. RADIATION TYPES AND SOURCES

A TIC device used as a part of a logic circuit could be

exposed to various sources of radiation. Different sources

produce differnt types of radiation and each tv oe or

radiation damages the material with which it interacts cri

different mannner.

Four hiqh radiation environments in which TIC logic

circuits may someday operate are: nuclear weapons radiation.

nuclear reactor monitoring devices, cosmic radiation and the

.
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II- I !
Van Allen radiation Belt. All of these radiations sources

are potentially lethal to present solid state circuitry.

The energy spectrum of a nuclear weapon produces

several forms of radiation. The typical energy partition of

the output of a weapon is: 50-80% X-ray production, 10-20%

kinetic energy of fisson fragments and debris (including

ions and electrons), 1% into neutrons and 0.5% into gamma

ray production [Ref. 2].

Nuclear reactors produce neutrons, X-rays, and gamma

rays. Reactor shielding is designed to prevent radiation

from escaping outside of the containment vessel. In the

_* event of a loss of cooling accident monitoring devices

inside the containment vessel must be able to withsta,-id a

total dose of up to 1.36x0" rad (air) over a 30 day De, icd

[Ref.3]. This high radiation environment requires sc'rOe

hardening technique to ensure full operation of the soild

state monitoring devices.

In the space environment, high energy cosmic -avs 3-

the source of radiation. These charged particles ,protos

and electrons) have kinetic energies ranging from a few re

to 100 Bev. The Van Allen Belt is a region of charoeu

oarticles trapped by the earths magnetic fieLd. .race

s,/stems operatinq in this region must withstand constat

UT- bombardment of charged particles in the Mev range.

The damage to material by neutrons, X-rays, high

enerov electrons, qamma rays or protons deoends upon

12
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several factors. The fluence (energy/cm 2 .) and the

flux (energy/cm2 . see.) are functions of distance from the

source of the radiation. The energy deposited in the

material (measured in rads) is a function of the flux and

the stopping power of the material. The theory portion of

this thesis deals in much greater depth with the meanings

and calculations of the above mentioned terms.

.113



II. THEORY

A. TIC DEVICE OPERATION

The TIC device used in this experiment is shown in

Figure 2-1. Figure 2-2 shows an individual integrated

circuit of a TIC device [Ref. 1). The grid (G) and cathode

(K) are shown on the lower sapphire substrate. The anode

(A) is on the upper sapphire substrate. To activate the

device the substrate is heated to approximately 1023 K. The

cathode emits electrons, the anode collects the electrons

and the grid provides the gain by modulating the electror

flow. The inputs to the substrate heater, cathode, and arid

as well as the output from the anode are provided via the

pins at the bottom of the vacuum tube (see Figure 1-1. The

v-i charecteristics of this vacuum triode prior to radiation

are shown in Figure 2-3.

A TIC device has operating characteristics that are "ery

similar to those of a conventional vacuum triode. When a

TIC device is used as an integrated circuit it can he

affected by parasitic electrostatic interactions. These

interactions can modify the expected device current [Pef.

L]. Fiqure 2-4 illustrates the type of undesirable

electrostatic interactions that can modify the expected

device current. Extraneous currents can be produced bv

resistive leakage from element to element. Spur1ioIs

C14
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Figure 2-1. TIC device as used in the irradiation

experiments.
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U Figure 2-2. Electron flow for a vertical gain device.

A. Deposited anode

G. Thin metal grid

K. Coated cathode
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Figure 2-3. Photographs of the TIC device charac-

teristics prior to irradiation. The device out-

* put was connected to a Textronix 376 curve tracer.

The upper photograph was taken after two hours of

warm-up time. The lower photograph was after eic -t

re ~ hours of warm-uni.



emissions from elements not designed to emit, such as grids,

anodes and sheilds, can also affect device operation and

performance.

For proper operation the grid cathode structure (GKl)

of a particular device should not have its electric field

at the surface appreciably altered by potentials applied to

. neiqhboring grid cathode structure (GK2), or a neighboring

shield anode (SA) (see Figure 2-5). Electrons are confined

to the proper cathode anode path by the use of proper shield

potential CRef. 1].

A problem with the TIC device used in this thesis study

was the slow poisoning of the cathode. The cathode

poisoning is caused by argon gas used during the manufactue

of the integrated circuits on the sapphire substrate kCee

section III. Triode Fabrication for further details). T.,=

electron emission from the cathode of a TIC device

manufactured using the sputter etch process will steadil,

decrease and finally stop due to cathode poisoninq [Ref. 41.

B. HIGH ENERGY ELECTRON INTERACTION IN MATERIAL

High energy electrons interacting with mateial Ca-81

excitation and ionization of the atoms in the mater,1.

I Sapphire (Al;,O:) is a crystalline material, therefore, the

atoms are arranged in a regular, repetitive. qridli~e

pattern known as a lattice. Excitation occurs when the

electrons of the lattice atoms absorb sufficient quantities

i~ es
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Figure 2-4. Undesireable Electrostatic Interactions
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Figure 2-5. Sheild anode and grid cathode structure
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of energy to be excited to a higher energy state but, remain

bound to the parent a oms. If an electron absorbs

sufficient energy to be completely removed from the parent

atom, ionization has taken place. Ionization produces

positive ions and free or unbound electrons. Ionization and

excitation of lattice atoms may cause the atoms to give off

photons.

An atom may give off a characteristic X-ray (photon)

when one of its electrons has been removed (i.e. the atom

has been ionized). X-rays will be emitted if a lower energy

electron fills the empty energy state left due to

ionization. The energy of the X-ray given off equals the

difference in energy of the electrons involved in th-

transition

hL) =E,-E:, k2.1*

An excited atom emits an X-ray when it transitions from

an excited state to the normal ground state. Aqain . t l.D

energy of this transition is given by equation 2.1.

Hiah energy electrons lose enerv as the ,,- 1 "...

material due to the emission of bremsstrahluno -,a,.

Emission of bremsstrahluno is caused by the electri'z fleil

of the atomic nucleus and the atomic electrons irteractinq

with the hiqh energy electrons bombarding the matel-i :.

Bremsstrahlunq is a smooth X-ray spectrum produced bv the

720



electrons as they pass through material. As the electron

slows down it gives up energy through radiation.

1. Photon Interaction in Material

Photons (gamma rays, X-rays and Bremsstrahlung X-

rays) are slowed or stopped in material by three types of

interactions; photoelectric collisions, compton effect and

pair production. Reguardless of the manner in which the

photons are produced they will interact with the lattice

atoms of the material in one of the aforementioned manners.

Once a photon is formed it's interaction process with a

lattice atom is chiefly a function of the energy of the

photon.

When the incident photon energy is less than 50 ke,,,

the most probable photon interaction process i:

photoelectric collision. The probability of a photoelectrLc

collision decreases with increasing photon energ'. In

photoelectric collisions the incident photon is comipletely

absorbed by an atom and an electron is removed from one 0o;

the shells of the lattice atom. The free electron wil[

have an enerqy E... given:

.. = h -BA h . 2.2

where B, is the bindinq energv of the electron. The remo,al

of an inner electron (i.e. an electron not in the cute-,

% shell) will result in the emission of an X-ray [Ref. 5].

V21



When a vacancy in one of the inner shells of an atom is

filled by an electron from a higher energy state, a

charecteristic X-ray is emitted. The energy of the X-ray is

equal to the difference in the binding energy of the two

electron states.

Auger electrons can also be produced by this effect

but they will be ignored in this study due to their Iovi

energy.

In Compton collisions, the incident photon stribes

an electron of a lattice atom but is not completely absocbed

by the electron. The photon is scattered at a reduced

energy by the collision. Part of the incident energy of the

photon is absorbed by the electron and part of it is

scattered as a lower energy photon. Compton scatterinq i

most probable when the incident photon has an ener

between .51-1.2 Mev. This energy is much greater than the

bindina energy of the atomic electrons, therefore the

binding energy is not considered in the compton model [Pef.

6].

The maximum enerov transferred to the electron is

function of the enerqy of the incident photon and the anale

which it strikes the electron. The overall probabilit- .)F

Compton collision is proportional to the 7 (atomic numbe-

of the material and inversely proportional to the enerov c T

the incident photon. The incident photons will cause the

electrons to be ionized and forward scattered. When a ! -e

22
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number of compton collisions take place in a material, a net

flux of electrons is produced in the material. These free

electrons are called Compton electrons and constitute what

is known as a Compton current [Ref. 7].

When the incident photons have an energy greater

than 1.02 Mev pair production interaction becomes important.

If the incident photon is completely absorbed by the lattice

atom and a positron-electron pair equal in energy to the

energy of the incident photon is formed, pair production has

taken place. The positron-electron pair behave as free

electrons from an ionized atom.

The high energy electrons bombarding any material

will produce photons. The photons interacting ill the

material cause energy to be deposited. The energy deoosited

in the material is measured in rads (100 ergs/gm = I rad.

The deposition of energy in material causes damage to the

material and alters the normal characteristics of th.e

material. Materials differ in their ability to absorb

energy and maintain their normal behavior.

C. ELECTRON PRODUCTION OF FRENKEL PAIRS

The hiah enerqy electrons produced by the LINCf -,--

focused into a tight beam of approximately ore soae

centimeter when the beam strikes the TIC device. The beam

is fociised on the sapphire substrate inside the glass vaCIrnr

tube of the device.

a
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The sapphire substrate and the metals on the substrate

are highly ordered materials. The atoms in highly ordered

materials form a orderly lattice structure. When one of the

high energy electrons passes sufficiently close to the

nucleus in the lattice it will penetrate the electron cloud

surrounding the nucleus. Penetration of the electron cloud

will cause the high energy electron to experience a

deflection from the elctric field of the nucleus.

The magnitude of the screened electric field the

bombardinq electron will encounter is dependent upon the

closest approach made with the nucleus of the atom in the
0

lattice site. The interaction between the bombardi!-,o

electron and the nucleus is known as coulomb scattering.

Coulomb scattering will cause the electron to transe.-

some of its energy to the atom of the lattice site. The

bombardina electron can transfer a sufficient amount of

energ.v to displace the nucleus of the atom in the lattice.

When thc2 nucleus of the displaced lattice atom inoves -ftoiT-

% its normal lattice position, it may move to a ne-

nonequilibrium position known as an interstitial positic.
I0

The maximum amount of energy which can be transferred tDo a

elect-on to the lattice atom is oiv.en bv [Ref. n]:

T-. 2(E+2mc-- )E (2.3)

R-7

w'her e,

M mass of the lattice atom

24
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m = mass of an electron in units of mc

E bombarding electron energy

c E speed of light

mc 2 - rest mass energy (.511Mev)

Due to the long range interactions obtained with

- coulomb collisions, the average energy transferred to the

lattice atoms is consideribly less than this maximum value

[Ref. 8]. The average amount of energy transferred is ai, en

by:

T=T,:,( I n T-,_- I+7T'oO ,'2.4)

where.

T average enerqy transferred

F,, E threshold enerqy to cause displacement in

sapphire (50 ev for Al or 90 ev for 0)

*? T,,-= the maximum enerqy transfer possible

a. - /137

C atomic number

* .. If the elastic collision betwe-ee the hioh e,-1'

P% electron bombardina the lattice atom transfers a ce,-tir

threshold fner QI, E., (50 eV fnr Al and qO( ev to,- 0) ,fr-.

lattice atom wil l be displaced and moved to an irnte-sti1i

position [Ref. 9]. If the energy transferred to the latti-e

atom is below E,,, the lattice 3tom will not be disoIace,1.

The displaced atom wil I leave beind a vacancy i,-- tC V

V 25
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lattice. The resulting vacany-interstitial pair is known as

a frenkel defect. The process of the initial bombarding

electron colliding with the lattice atom is known as the

primary collision. The target atom of the lattice is called

, the primary knock-on.

The number of frenkel pairs produced per cubic

centimeter can be computed as shown by Cahn [Ref. 10].

However, in computing the number of frenkel defects with

this model numerous assumptions have been made. The

assumptions are:

) l Step junction threshold energy is assumed (i.e.,

if E is greater than E.- there is displaceme,7l,

if E is less than Et no displacement).

S2) Atom-atom collions are treated as hard sCohe,-e

co i I isions.

3) The ordered arrangement of the atoms in the

lattice structure is not considered.

4) Damage is considered homogeneous.

5) Annealing is not considered.

6) Glancing collisions are not considered ev ,

though an energy loss may be incurred.

7 Lattice atoms are considered at -est.

8) Long ranqe effects from other atoms are not

considered.

$ % The number of replacements per primary are ,ot

RJt
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considered. The moving atom will replace the

struck atom if the latter recieved energy

greater than Ed and the former retains energy

less than Ed.

ib) There is no accounting for ionization losses.

Kahn [Ref. 10) used the following formula to

compute the number of frenkel pairs produced by

bombarding electrons:

N.= , . , (2.5)

where,

.= electron fluence (electrons/cm -')

,- total cross-section due to primary and secondary

displacements.

N..- number of lattice atoms per cubic centimeter.

'. '~ i,.=,.H ( t )( 2.6)

where a,-, is given by [Refs. 10 and I1]:

rT Tr/-s 2 2 \ -(3 2 1 n T., 3 T

kmc2\(,F2JEm ,

**,- speed of bombarding electron

c-- speed of liqht

" " F-E/me2

S.2-7

S%



)A(t)= BTA (2.8)
E,.

B a .5 (Kinchin and Pease constant)

= 4M, M:::. (2.9)
(M1 +Me) 2

N..= (N.,, [number of atoms/molecule] (2.10)

where,

N,,= number of cattice atoms per cm* 1

= 3.97 gm/cm: ' (density of Al;:,O:q)

* A,=- 82 gm/mole (atomic weight)

N..,- Avagodro's number (6.023xl0 -1: )

Ta, has included the effects of energy dependence and

energy loss through ionization. As will be seen there is 3

strong dependence upon the stopping power of the mateial i,

computinq the cross-section. Using equations 2.5-2.10 fro,

above and the properties for sapphire the fol lo,JIo

predictions are made for the number of frenkel pairs.

\i,. is the number of frenkel pairs produced

bombardinq electron. This model predicts 1.0169 fr-eniel

pairs per bombardinq electron where, {e is the i , -,

tluence (electrons/cm 2 ).

Theoretical predictions for the number of f,- e ei

pairs will exceed the actual values from obser, ej

e-periments [Ref. 6]. The equations predict a value ot

tour defects per cubic centimeter when bombarding oal 1,nm

2v'2e
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arsenide and germanium with 1Mev electrons (assuming N,.=

5xl0 .l: cm -). The experimental values for silicon were

observed to be 0.26 per cm 3 by Wertheim [Ref. 6]. Ackerman

and Graft report a value of 0.5 per cubic centimeter for

gallium arsenide using 1 Mev electrons. Using 1.7 Mev

electrons Cleveleand and Pacieses report values beteen 0.1

and 0.4 defects per cm 2 in gallium arsenide.

Not all of the frenekel defects produced by the

electron bombardment are stable. At temperatures above 373 F

the vacancies and interstitials are mobile in the cry/stal

and unite with each other. Due to the high operatinQ
0

temperattire of TIC devices (973-1123 K) only the permanent

frenkel defects will remain.

Since the theory predicts 1.0169 frenkel defects per

bombarding electron, it must be assumed that the tct,3i

number of defects actually produced in the material is murh

|less.

The production of frenkel defects alters the ac+u-]

crystalline structure of the sapphire substrate. The damaoe

:aused to the sapphire alters the crystal's no,-mal ph, i>-l

oroperties. Alteration of these properties could alte- tr

4enerformance of the TIC device.

D. STOPPING POWER

To qet a measure of the amount of ernerI/ deposited t

the electrons as they move throuah material we use the te'-.)

29
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"stopping power". Stopping power is the amount of energy

lost per unit length of path through the stopping material

[Ref. 12].

For electrons it is customary to separate the total

stopping power into two componants [Ref. 13]: (a) The

collision stopping power is the average energy loss per unit

path length due to inelastic coulomb collisions with bound

atomic electrons of the medium resulting in ionization and

excitation. (b) The radiative stopping power is the

average energy loss per uint path length due to

* bremsstrahlung (radiation loss) in the electric field of the

atomic nucleus and of the atomic electrons.

Stopping power is separated into two componants because

the methods used for the evaluation of the two componaris

are quite different. The energy going into the ionizatioi

and excitation of lattice atoms is absorbed in the materia!

close to the track of the bombardino electron.-The enero.,

lost by the bombarding electrons due to bremsstrahliuni

travels far from the electron track before being absorbed.

In "thin sample" (the sapphire substrate is considered a

thin sample) the energy lost due to bremsstrahlunq is not

Jemosited icn the material.

udP Adiative and collision stopping power both f, t,

electrons. The enerqv due to radiative stopping power is

depos.ted far trom the electron track. Collision stopnjIQ

Dower is the mechanisum which creates ionization and causes
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energy to be deposited in the material. Collision stoppino

power is the mechanisum responsible for energy deposition in

the TIC device used for this thesis. The total amount of

energy deposited in the material (measured in Rads Si)

required to affect the TIC devices perfomance will be the

focus of this thesis.

The formulas for stopping power used in this

section come from Beth's theory and refinements to that

theory. The electron mass collision stopping power is qi'e~n

by the formula developed by Rohrlich, Carlson and Uelinq

rRef. 13):

1 dE - 2TrNr,.mc Z 1n . 2+I + F ( -- ((2. 1 -,
- dX m ( 2(A)I

w h e r e ,(

the quantity;

.511n(L) + I n(1 +F( 2 .1

1 the stoppinq Povier per atomic electroo [Pet.

N - Avaqodro's number (6.023xI" '1

E atomic number of the target atoms

E mean excitation energy

mc2- electron rest enerQy

6 velocity of high speed electron/speed of i ht

31
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T a T/mc 2 kinetic energy of incident electron per rest

mass.

r- -=classical rest energy

A = atomic weight of the target atoms

The collision stopping power for electrons in AI ,O :, is

1.75 Mev cm2/qm for 30 Mev electrons and 1.851 M1ev cm,/gm

for 100 Mev electrons [Ref. 9].

The mass radiative stopping power can be expressed as

[Ref. 121:

1 dE = Nocr,,2 Z2 ,..,I + @e (2.14)

e dX -A Zj

wherej

N Avagodro's number (6.023xi ;O-' :")

V2 -atomic number of the target atoms

r_ -classical electron radius

=D fine structure constant (2/137)

= T + mc 2 total energy of the electron

scaled radiative energy cross-section for

electron-nucleus interaction

-e scaled radiative energy-loss cross-section fr-

eiectron-electron interact ion

- - atomic weight ot the target atoms

The mos ,ad iative stopping power depends imolicit!

,* (nn tt-e bremsstrahlung cross-section. The b-em'st r

_ross-section is the urobabilit\, of the emission of a pI t -

lite to interaction of the electron with the scree,,ed coi,).onb

32
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field of the atomic nucleus, and the corresponding

probability of the emission of a photon due to interaction

with one of the atomic electrons CRef 12).

The range of an electron is the average length

of path the electron travels until it is stopped by the

medium due to energy loss [Ref. ill. The electron is

assumed to lose energy continuiously along its path. Ranae

is qiven in term of (gm/cm 2 ). When the range is divided b/

the density, the average distance an electron will travel i,-

the medium can be computed.

Dose is the total energy deposited in the material bvl
0

the interacting radiation. Dose is measured in rads a-d

must be specified for the material. The front surface dose

(for a thin sample) is expressed by the followinq formula

[Ref. [3 1:

R 1.6x10 -'11pe I dE (rad material) 2.15)
"(3 dX

, rhe dimensions of the substrate constitute a thin s3mole

and therefore equation 2.15 will be used to compute the dose

measured in rads Si.
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III. EXPERIMENT

A. DEVICE FABRICATION

Figure 3-1 shows a TIC triode package. The

sapphire substrates are 2 cm (approx .75 in) in diameter and

30 mil thick. The integrated circuits are manufactured o-

the substrate using photolithographic and fabrication

techniques developed for the manufacture of typical

intearated circuits. Figure 3-2 shows the grid and cathode

circuitry on the sapphire substrate. Figure 3-3 shows the

anode circuitry on the sapphire substrate.

The circuit side of a device is made up by lav.inu

down thin films of metal on the sapphire substrate. Fiou-e

A-4 shows the procedure used in laying down the tungsten,

molybdenum and titanium of the integrated circuit. The

pattern of the circuit is defined using a plasma etch

procedure. The titanium and molybdenum are removed from th:,i

cathode Usinq a sputter etch technique in acgon ,as. T,-:

final process of delineatinq the circuit is accomolished t'

addino a photoresist-cathode coatinq. The coatinr, i

combination of standard vacuum tune barium-stronium-cnicni-

carbonate powder and negative photoresist. The anode i.:

laved down in a similar manner.

A heater element is laved down on the reverse sides n'

both substrates to ensure a uniform temperature kFoiute

3'4
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Figure 3-1. Triode p,,,-iage used for the irradiation
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Figure 3-2. The circuitry of the grid and cathode

on the substrate.
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Figure 3-3. The circuitry of the anode on the substrate
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THIN FILM DEPOSITION
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ISPUTTER ETCH

0.

CATHODE COATING APPLIED AND DEFINED

Figure 3-4. Fabrication procedure
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3-5). The heater is required for proper device operation.

The heater power requirement for the TIC is 15 watts per .75

in. diameter substrate pair when heated to 1023 K.

* . Figure 2-2 shows a representation of one

integrated circuit. The typical TIC triode is made with

seven 1.5 mil-wide cathode stripes per device, with 1.0 mil-

wide grid strips between cathodes.

The current assembly technique for the substrates uses

three 40 X 50 mil platinum straps bonded to each substrate

at 120 degree intervals. The substrates are aligned with

respect to each other by viewing the "cross and tee"

alignment keys shown on the circuit patterns (Figure 3-6

The heater windows permit viewing the alignment keys (Figure

3-5 ). Nickel shims welded to the straps go vern the

substrate seperation.

The TIC device is pumped for 72 hours to obtain the

proper vacuum inside the tube. This is followed by a :re-

activation bakeout at 673 K for 15 hours. The subst,-atel

are heated to 1123 K to complete the activation proces=.

The lifetime of TIC devices manufactured usino :he

sputter etch technique is decreased due to the arqon .jas.

' The arQon molecules attach themsel'ves to the sapo, u,-_

substrate. When the device is activated the arqon atoms
5--

detach themselves from the substrate, become ionized and

slowly poison the cathode. The process of poisonno the

3Q
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Figure 3-5. Heater element of the TIC device

The diamond shaped holes are for viewing the

cross and tee of the circuits.
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cathode eventually causes the cathode to cease emitting

electrons [Ref. 4].

A change in the etching technique will eliminate the

problem of cathode poisoning. A chemical etch process is

currently being developed at Los Alamos National Laboratory

to replace the sputter etch technique using argon gas. The

change in the etching process will eliminate the tendency

for TIC devices to self-destruct.

B. NPS LINAC

The Naval Postgraduate School Linear Accelerator (LINAC)

is a disk-loaded circular waveguide, thirty feet lona

consisting of three ten-foot sections. Each ten-foct

subsection is powered by a klystron amplifier used tc

accelerate electrons from 15 -100 Mev. The LINAC operatea

at 60 pulses per second with a microsecond pulse duration.

NThe relativistic electrons are focused on a target using

deflection and focusing magnets. A target can be placed

either inside the target chamber (held at a vacuum of about

one torr) or just outside the the target chamber. Wher the

target is placed outside the target chamber it is ac-

against the target chamber window (the target chamber windo.,

is a thin aluminum plate).

The electron fluence (electrons/cm2 ) is measured using a

Secondary Emission Monitor (SEM) located inside the target

chamber. The electrons which impact the SEM charge a

F>
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capacitor. The voltage developed across the capacitor is

measured by a voltage integrator. The voltage charge

relationship is given using the following equation:

Q. = CV (3.1)

where,

Q,. M the charge on the capacator of the SEM

C S the capacitance

V - the accumulated voltage

The total number of electrons that have passed throuah

the SEM is computed using the following equation:

N = QO/q (3.2)

where,

N - the total number of electrons

Q,. =- the beam charge

q = electron charge

Previous radiation studies using the NPS LINAC have

calibrated the large external SEM with the use of a farada,3

cup [Ref 14].

Studies of the NPS LINAC have shown the large o' s.Ji

SEM to be 6% efficient in collecting electrons when compared

to the faraday cup. The faraday cup has since been remc'&ed

and the large SEM is the standard. The small internal SEM

used for the calculations in this thesis has been calibrated

against the large SEM. The small SEM is 2.6% efficieot i,
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collecting electrons, so that Q. = .026 Q0 Using this

information and equation 3.2 the total number of electrons

is given by:

N = CV/.026q (3.3)

The fluence ( ) is computed by dividing both sides of

equation 3.3 by the area of the beam (for further

explaination see section IV. Data and Results ):

§ = CV/.026Aq (3.4)

the fluence used in this thesis computed using

equation 3.4.

C. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

1. Pre-irradiation Measurements

The TIC triode was placed on the test stand as

pictured in figures 3-7 and 3-8 It was activated to the

normal operating parameters by heating the substrates to

1023 K using 1.21 amps.. The temperature of the substrate

was measured using an optical pyrometer. The TIC de,. ice -

allowed an 8 hour warm-up period before recording the ,-i

characteristics (hereafter referred to as the 3-ise.: -

characteristics). The cathode, anode and grid of the de,,i:e

were used as inputs for a textronix 5-76 curve tracer

Figures 3-9 and 3-10 show the pre-irradiation 1-1

charecteristics of this TIC device. This device ex<hibits
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Figure 3-7. TIC device on curve tracer stand

Figure 3-8. TIC device on test stand and banana

plugs used to connect the device to curve tracer
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Figure 3-9. v-i characteristics prior to irradiation
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the typical exponential curve expected from a vacuum triode

[Ref. 4].

2. Pre-irradiation Procedure

The TIC triode was placed on the test fixture as

shown in Figure 3-11 during the irradiation portion of the

experiment. The stand and device were placed inside the

target room just outside the target chamber as close as

possible to the target chamber window. The device was

activated to the normal operating parameter of 1023 K.

A target made of phospherous on an aluminum screen

was set upon the stand (see Figure 3-12 ). The target area

was of equal height to the substrate disks of the TIC. The

electron beam of the LINAC was focused and aligned on the

phospherous target. The electron beam appears as a ,er,

bright area on the phosperous target.

The alignment and focusing of the beam on the tarqet

was monitored through a video camera. The camera located in

the target room relayed the video of the beam on the target

to the control room. Using the focusing and aliQume,t

magnets the electron beam is centerd on the tar oet and

adjusted until the beam area is one square centimeter.

A circle is drawn on the video monitor enclosiog the

beam as it appears on the phospherous target. The beam is

then shut off and the TIC device is aliqned so the one

square centimeter area of the beam will be centered on tn

substrate disks of the TIC device. The test stand and T:
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Figure 3-11. TIC device on test stand

A--V

Figure 3-12. Target used to focus electron beam

S4
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device (see Figure 3-11) placed as close to the target

chamber window as possible (approximately 5 mm from the

window).

Figure 3-13 depicts the circuit used for the triode

radiation tests. The 50 volt power supply provides 50 volts

across the cathode and anode. The 50 volts was also used as

the input to an oscilloscope after passing through a 250 K 0

resistor. Irradiation of the TIC triode commenced after the

circuit was activated.

3. Test Procedure

The procedure for the radiation test was as

follows:

a. Place the device on the test stand as in Fiure
3-11 and heat it to normal operating parameters.

b. Irradiate the TIC device using the desired
electron beam energy of 30 or 100 Mev for a

specified amount of time.

c. Monitor the irradiation of the device bv
viewing and photographing the signal received b.
the oscilloscope from the TIC triode.

d. After irradiating the device for a specified
period of time the electron beam is secured.
The device is allowed to cool to ambient
temperature.

e. The device is placed on the test stand as in

Figures 3-7 and 3-8. The post irradiation .- L
charecteristics from the curve tr-acer ar?
photographed and compared with the baseline
-haracteristics.

Steps a-e were repeated five times. The first

irradiation of the device used 30 Mev electrons, while I>,"

Me', electrons were ised for the next four exper imental rins.

4q
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* Figure 3-13. Representation of the wiring circuit
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The length of time the device was exposed to irradiation was

increased during each subsequent experimental run.

A problem with 120 volt a.c. noise was

discovered after the second experimental run (for further

information see discusion of data and results). To assist

in identifing actual changes in the operating

charecteristics of the device, a square wave generator was

used. The input and output of the square wave through the

TIC device was observed and photographed via the

oscilloscope. The square wave generator was used before and

after irradiation during the third, fourth and fifth

0experimental runs.

°%.'
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IV. DATA AND RESULTS

A. BASELINE DATA

Figures 3-9 and 3-10 are photographs of typical v-i

charecteristics of the TIC device prior to irradiation.

All post-irradiation v-i charecteristics will be compared

with these baseline photographs to access changes in

perfromance charecteristics. The drop in electrc,

emission by the cathode will be monitored by watching t:r

decrease in the height of the emission lines (measureo up

-n0 the vertical axis). A decrease in the neight of t -r2

emission lines is expected as the argon poisons the carnod,-.

A decrease in emission is not an indication of -2d13"CiOr

damage, but, a consequence of manufacturing technique.

B. IRRADIATION

During irradiation of the TIC device charge builds ur

and dissipates in the device. Figures 4-1 and 4-2 a,

typical of the charge build up and dissioato.

e'<ie-irental runs showed this beha .or ,d IT

prominent when using 100 Mev electrons.

The first experimentsl run was comolet_='I

using 30 Me,/ elctrons for 56 ninutes. The fou succeed i I---

% runs were completed using IC0 Mev electrons. le -

2
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Figure 4-L. Charge build-u
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below gives the time of irradiation for each experimental

run.

TABLE 4-1 EXPERIMENTAL RUN AND TIME OF IRRADIATION

Experimental Run Time of Irradiation

Two lhr. 6 min.

Three lhr. 10 min.

Four lhr. 28 min.

Five 2hr. 10 min.

C. DOSE COMPUTATION

Equation 4.1 gives the fluence when the

capacatance (C), voltage (V), area (A), and the charae ,q

are known. The costant .026 is due to the internal SE! used

during all of the experimental runs.

= CV/.026qA

One rad(R) is equal to 100 ergs/gm energy deposited in tne

material. One rad Al,.O-, is not the same as one rad Si

a conversion factor can be used to equate the two materiils
pi

[Ref. 14] The number of rads R,-) in Al, .0 is c0m cjite,]

using equation 4.2:

R., = I.bE X 10

where P- is iii rads Al 0

This is a variation of Pudi's equation for dose EF,.

14]. 1 dE is the stoppina power. Tt is a functior of he

SdX
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material and the energy of the bombarding electrons. The

value of this function is 1.75 Mev cm 2 /gm for

30 Mev elctrons and 1.851 Mev cm 2 /gm for

100 Mev electrons.

For the first experimental run the following values

were used:

C = 1 X 10''  f

q = 1.602 X 10-" coul.

V = 11 volts

.026 is the efficiency factor for the internal SEM

A= 1 cm 2

dE = 1.75 Mev cm 2 /gm

dX]

= 2.64 X 10" [electrons/cm
2 ]

R, = t.68 X 10.. * 2.64 X 10'""' * 1.75 Crad Al;-O- ] (4.4)

R.= 7.39 X 10 " Crad Al:O ,] (4.5)

To compute dose in terms of [rad Si] the the stoppinQ

power of silicon is divided by the stopoina (,je,- nF

sapphire. This conversion factor is multiplied by the dose

in A1 0 .

R., * 1.809/i.75 = 1.034 * R [rad Si] (4.6)

R = 1.034 * 7.39 X 10' (4.7)
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R = 7.64 X 107 Crad Si] (4.8)

The dose for the other four runs was computed using the

same equations. When the bombarding electrons have an

energy of 100 Mev:

FidE= 1. 8 51 Mev cm 2 /gm (A lp.!O-,) (4.9)

d Xd = 1.918 Mev cm
2 /gm (Si) ( . 0)

1.034 is the factor to convert dose (R,,) in rads Ai-,O,

to dose (R) in rads Si.

During the last four experimental runs:

q = 1.602 X 10 '"coul.

$ " A 1 c m

C =ix0 ' f

%; .026 due to the internal SEM

Table 4-2 below give the summation of the results of

experimental runs two through five.

TABLE 4-2 SUMMATION OF DOSE (R rad Si) FOR EXPERIMENTAL

* RUNS TWO THROUGH FIVE.

Experimental Run Voltage of SEM R [rad '31]

Two 20. 1 1 .49 1 i1

Three 60 4.42 1

Four 66 4. 862 x I'

F190 62 1I
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Rt.,t.*i = R1  + Re + R. + R. + Rn (4.11)

= 1.8155 X 10 Erad Si]

R,,.., is the total radiation to which the TIC device

was exposed over a period of five experimental runs.

D. RESULIS OF IRRADIATION

Figure 4-3 is a baseline photograph of the v-i

characteristics of the TIC device. Figure 4-4 is a

photograph of the v-i charecteristics of the TIC device

after exposure to 1.8155x10? [rad Si]. Although the

emission is down due to cathode poisoning the device i':

exhibiting no characteristics which would indicate damace

due to radiation [Ref. 4].

Figure 4-5 and 4-6 show the square wave inrut

before and after irradiation of experimental run three.

There is no reduction in the TIC device's ability to

transmit the square wave input.

Figure 4-7 is a photograph taken aTtew

experimental run three. The strange humps approximately one

half way along the emission lines were thought to be due f,

radiation damage. After consulting with Los Alamoo Nat o-a

Laboratoty an attempt was made to filter out any nniae I-1
9-
* ~:the 120 volt a.c. circuit. It was determined that the caij e

of the humps was noise feeding through the 12C volt a.c.

*.. circuit into the curve tracer. A SOLA inverter-reclifie -
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Figure 4-3. Pre-irradiation v-i characteristics
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Figure 4-5. Square wave input prior to experimental

*run three
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was used to filter out the noise. Figure 4-8 shows a

photograph taken after experimental run three using the

SOLA. Then the strange humps have disappeared and the device

exhibited normal behavior.

Figure 4-9 shows the TIC device's ability to transmit a

square wave prior to experimental run five. Figure 4.10

shows the TIC device transmitting a square wave after

experimental run five. The TIC device's performance is

relatively unaffected even by this large dose of radiation.

E. STRUCTURAL FAILURE OF THE DEVICE

Continued radiation studies on this device could not be

conducted because a weld on one of the bond straps failed.

The weld which holds the bond strap to the support pin

failed (see figure 1-1). The bond straps and shims are used

to maintain the alignment and spacing between the integrated

circuits.

The broken weld allowed the critical spacing between the

substrates to be greater than normal. When the substrates

changed position the integrated circuits became fnisialiged

and the device would no longer fuction properly.

Figures 4-11 and 4-12 show the response of the device

with the broken weld. The respose of the device tjhen

connected to the Textronix 576 curve tracer shows th,3t the

device will no longer function properly.
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Figure 4-7. v-i characteristics without the SOLA

inverter rectifier
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Figure 4-9. Square wave input prior to experimental

run five
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Figure 4-11. v-i characteristics of TIC with

broken bond strap
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The broken weld of the bond strap was a structural

failure. There is no reason to believe or assume that the

broken weld was caused by radiation damage.

F. PREVIOUS RADIATION STUDIES

Previous studies have been performed on TIC

triode devices. The earliest tests were conducted at the

University of Arizonia (U. of A.) in July of 1979. The U.

of A. tests were perormed using a TRIGA reactor capable of

100 kw continuous and 750 mw pulsed operation. The triode

device was continuously monitored for changes in

0characteristics. When the reactor was pulsed to 750 Mw the

TIC triode characteristics showed an istantanecjs shift

during the pulse. After the pulse the recovery was almost

immediate. The total dose (2.5 x 10" rad Si ) produced ic

effect on the device characteristics.

N This was the only test run for the Durpo':e of

total dose. All other tests were conducted to establish the

dose rate response rate of the devices. None of the tests

produced any long term negative effects on the TIC triodes.

G RADIATION HARDNESS OF TYPICAL MICROCIRCUITS

Semiconductor integrated circuits are classified

thechnology. The different microcircuit technologies ald

their respective hardness to total dose (ad Si

,-adiation damage are shown by figure 4-13. [Refs.

16,17,and 18] The relative hardness of the different

-64
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technologies varies widely. The broad range of failure

levels makes comparisons, even within the same family

trecherous [Ref.19]. TIC devices have withstood total dose

levels two orders of magnatude greater than any other

integrated circuitry and continue to function normally.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

A. RESULTS OF RADIATION STUDIES

TIC triode devices have proven to be very "hard" to

radiation damage. Previous studies have shown bombarding

neutrons have no long term effect on TIC device operating

characteristics. The previous study tested TIC devices to a

total dose (R) of 2.5xl013 rad Si [Ref. 1].

The low radiation hardness of present day microcircuits

makes them vulnerable to failure. A total dose of i,)

rad Si is fatal to the hardest of todays inteorated

circuits. The TIC triode used in this experimental study

was subjected to a total dose (R.. ,) of 1.8155xli0' rad Si.

The device continued to function as expected showing no ill

effects due to radiation damage. The results of thi=

experimental study show that-TIC integrated circuits are at

least two orders of magnatude more resistant to radiat ro

damage.

The electron emission of the device dropped off a

exoected. The decrease in electron emission was not due tc

r diation damage. The sputter etch pr:)cess used

fabricate the inteqrated circuitry causes cathode poisoning

[Pef. 4] . New device manufacturing techniques soon to be

introduced will eliminate this problem.
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Although the TIC device did eventually fail, the

failure was not due to radiation damage. The structural

failure of a weld cannot be attributed to radiation damage

of the material. However, this failure did cause the

termination of experiments before radiation failure could be

determined. The operating circuitry of the device did not

fail. TIC devices represent the forefront of a new

technology. Manufacturing and design problems are to be

expected from any new technology. The next generatiorn

technology of TIC devices will eliminate these problems.

None of todays modern integrated circuit devices

can withstand the total dose to which this TIC device 'ias

subjected and continue to function. The fact that TIE

devices require no additional sheilding to operate it-, sucn

hostile radiation environment will be the impetus to-

further developement.

Thus, the present electron radiation experiments and the

earlier neutron irradiations demonstrate that TIC de ie,--

can operate in very high radiation environments with no

degregation in performance. TIC devices have continued t,

function normally after a total dose two orders of maon3tuid

Qreater than the failure level of other microcircuits.

u-pper limit of total dose which will cause 3 TIC deice to

fail is still undefined. Additional work in this area shcjld

be undertaken.
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The future of TIC devices is very bright. They should

and will be used to compliment modern integrated circuitry

in critical weapons, communications and space systems.

V. -
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APPENDIX

TEST EQUIPMENT LIST:

1. Hewlett Packard 6209B DC Power Supply:
0-320V, 0-. 1A

2. Hewlett Packard 62058 Dual DC Power Supply:
0-40V9 .3A/0-20V, .6A~

3. Hewlett Packard Harrison 62008 DC Power Supply:
0-40V, .75iA/0-20V, 1.5A

4. Keithley 617 Programmable Electr-ometer

5. Tektronix 7603 Oscilloscope Iv
785 delayed timing base, 7iA26 dual trace

6. Tektronix 7904 Oscilloscope
7B85 delayed timing base, 7A~26 dual trace

7. Ohmite Ohm-Ranger
resistance range I ohm thru 11,111,110 ohms

8. Weller Electronic Soldering' Station

9. Tektronix C-5C Oscilloscope Camera

10. Tektronix C-51 Oscilloscope Camera

11. SOLA 115 V A~C Rectifier/Inv/erter

12. Textronix Type 576 Curve Tracer

13. WPAYETEK General Purpose VCG
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